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Introduction
The plunge in the U.S. dollar brought some relief from the
huge trade deficit. But it is becoming clear that this plunge
will not eliminate it.

Despite an average 40 percent drop in the dollar against
other currencies since February 1985, not one U.S. mar-m- -
facturing industry (defined at the three-digit SIC level) showed
a better trade balance in 1988 than it had in 1980. Several

lMacroeconomic policy

key sectors-high-technology products, non-apparel textiles, alone obviously won’t

farm machinery, machine tools, telecommunications, and solve the trade crisis.
scientific instruments-have turned with a vengeance from
surplus to deficit, many of them precisely in the period (since
1985) during which the dollar has fallen most sharply.

Macroeconomic policy alone obviously won’t solve the
trade crisis. While in principle a really weak dollar, one
worth perhaps 90 yen or one Deutsche mark, might finally
balance U.S. trade, it would be reckless to drive the dollar
down to such a level just to make imports more expensive.
Not only might severe inflation be the main result, but
currency losses would no doubt lead foreign investors to
demand higher interest rates as the price of their continuing
willingness to finance the U.S. trade and budget deficits.
Those higher interest rates might well precipitate a U.S.
recession, and certainly would reduce American competitive-
ness by driving up capital costs.’

Unfortunately, the economic policy debate in the U.S.
pays almost exclusive attention to aggregate performance -
measures-GNP growth. the trade deficit, the value of the
dollar. This leads us to undervalue the importance to the

The composition, as well

economy of specific industries and, worse, to disparage ex- as the Zeuel,  of U.S. GNP

pressions of concern about particular sectors, saying they matters.
reflect the parochial briefs of “special interests.” If we are to
remedy the trade crisis, that has to change. After all, even if
Japan were to erase its trade imbalance with the U.S. by
buying an additional $60 billion annually of U.S. citrus and
coal, would that make any less serious the loss of U.S. auto,
steel, machine tool, and construction equipment industries
to Japanese exports ? This paper assumes that the answer is
no. The composition, as well as the level, of U.S. GNP
matters.2

The U.S. faces a powerful new competition: foreign busi-
ness-government combinations that-sensibly enough-tar-
get for conquest the markets for sophisticated manufactured
products.” Endless quarrels over whether this new competi-
tion is “fair” or “unfair” only divert attention from the real
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The fundamental choice
for meeting the new
competition is either to
cut the living standards
of Americans or to lower
costs through increased
productivity.

The auto industry
is a particularly useful
place to begin forging a
trade management policy.

question: how is the United States going to respond to the
new international system?

Any comprehensive solution will have to involve revising
trade policies and budget priorities, and stimulating global
growth. It will also have .to involve producing our goods and
services more efficiently. Indeed, the fundamental choice for
meeting the new competition is either to cut the living stan-
dards of Americans or to lower costs through increased
productivity.

As we have learned, increasing productivity is not simply
a matter of exhorting business and labor to try harder and
cooperate better. Nor, as we have also learned, is it only a
matter of indiscriminately shoveling tax incentives at inves-
tors. Rather, becoming more productive means making a
commitment to nurture a vigorous manufacturing sector. To
be effective, that commitment will have to include the forging
of new agreements among business, labor, and government
at the level of specific industrial sectors. This report explores
how such agreements might be structured. It uses one
industry-automobiles and auto parts-to illustrate some of
the policy issues involved in identifying and pursuing the
public’s interest in making U.S. industries more competitive.

Autos: A Good Place to Start
The auto industry is ;a particularly useful place to begin

forging a trade management policy. U.S. net imports of cars,
trucks, and their parts totaled $33 billionfrom Japan alone
in 1987, accounting for fully a fifth of the $170.3 billion U.S.
trade deficit, and more than a quarter of the $127 billion
non-energy trade deficit (Table 1).4 Trade in automotive
parts has swung from a $1.3 billion surplus in 1980 to a
$10.7 billion deficit in 1987, with Japan by far the largest
source of the imports, but with Brazil, Mexico, Taiwan, and
South Korea increasing their parts exports at double-digit
annual rates. And in 1988, when the overall U.S. trade
deficit narrowed by 18.7 percent to 138.4 billion, the auto-
motive deficit barely improved; while net car and truck
imports dropped by about $5 billion, net imports of parts
grew by roughly $3 billion. 5 There is thus no serious possi-
bihty of acting on the overall U.S. trade deficit without
specific attention to auto trade.

It also makes sense to focus on the auto industry because
of its centrality to the U.S. manufacturing economy. This
centrality has two dimensions; one, its immense role in
employment and manufacturing output, and two, the way it
connects with the rest of the economy.



n The U.S. motor vehicle and equipment industry’s chassis
and assembly operations (SIC 3711) employed some 357,500
workers in 1988. According to the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics,’ each of those jobs was associated with 3.11 other
manufacturing jobs, making auto’s contribution to U.S.
manufacturing employment fully 1.47 million jobs, nearly
eight percent of the total. ’ Among all major U.S. manufac-
turing industries, only meat and dairy products (SIC 18- 19)
and certain other food processing sectors (SIC 27) have
overall job multipliers exceeding auto’s, and their man~..&~-
turing job multipliers are far lower.

Auto’s contribution to
U.S. manufacturing
empZoyment [is] fully 1.47
million jobs, nearZy eight

TABLE 1

Auto in U.S.-Japan Trade, 1980-87
(customs value, $ billions)

percent of the total.

Change,
1980 1987 980-87I

AUTO TRADE:
Cars, U.S. from Japan
Cars, Japan from U.S.

Cars, Balance

Trucks, US. from Japan 1.96* 4.74 142
Trucks, Japan from U.S. .02 .02 0

Trucks, Balance -1.94 -4.72 143

Parts, U.S. from Japan 1.11 7.16 545
Parts, Japan from U.S. .ll .22 100

Parts, Balance -1.00 -6.94 594

Vehicle t Parts Balance -11.24 -32.88 193

OVERALL TRADE:
U.S. from Japan
Japan from U.S.

Balance

$8.36 $21.31 155%
.06 .09 50

-8.30 -21.22 156

32.96 88.07 167
20.79 28.25 36

-12.17 -59.82 392

* Includes $1.18 billion in truck chassis and bodies counted as “parts” in
1980 but as “trucks” in subsequent years

Source: PT990,  Dec. 1980 and 1987 (Census Bureau, Commerce Dept.)

Auto is both the catalyst
and the laboratory for much
of the R&D of process
improvements in discrete-
parts manufacturing.

w By nearly all measures, auto is both the catalyst and the
laboratory for much of the R&D of process improvements in
discrete-parts manufacturing. Auto has contributed a large
number of postwar advances in plastics, ceramics, machin-
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Because auto is uniquely
rich in backward
Zinkages...poZicies that
stabilize it also benefzt
many other industries.

ing, forging, casting, extrusion, electronics, and aerodynam-
ics. The Japanese see auto as “a ‘mother hen’ industry that
hatches advanced technology.” *

H Because auto is uniquely rich in backward linkages-
being a major customer of steel, textiles, semiconductors,
synthetic rubber, glass, and many more well-paying, trade-
exposed industries-policies that stabilize it also benefit
many other industries. While trade management may be
appropriate in a number of less connected industries, in few

TABLE 2

The U.S. Vehicle Market at Recent Cyclical Peaks
(millions of units sold at retail)

1978 1988 Chanae

GRAND TOTAL 15.4 15.8 t 3

* Newly industrializing countries, including Korea, Taiwan, Brazil,
and Mexico.
** lncludes147,OOO vans counted as cars until 1980.
Source: Ward’s Automotive Reports, l/8/79, 1 /15/79, l/9/89, and 1 I1 6189

CARS
Japanese
NIC*
European

Total Imports

Transplants
Total Imports & Transplants

Traditional Domestic
Total Cars

TRUCKS
Japanese Imports
Japanese Transplants

Total Imports t Transplants
Traditional Domestic

Total Trucks

CARS + TRUCKS
Imports
Transplants
Imports t Transplants

Traditional Domestic

1.4
0.0
0.6
2.0

0.02
2.0
9.2

11.2

0.3 0.8 t138
0.0 0.1
0.3 0.9 t163
3.9” 4.3 tll
4.2 5.2 t24

2.3 3.9 t67
0.02 0.9 t3629
2.3 (15%) 4.8 (3196) t106

13.0 11 .o -16

2.1 t51%
0.4
0.5 -13
3.1 t55

0.8 t3422
3.9 t90
6.7 -27

10.5 -6
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other cases are the likely inter-industry benefits from such
policies comparable to those gained from auto market stabi-
lization. This means, incidentally, that one common criti-
cism of protection- that its benefits are narrow and visible
while its costs are wide and diffuse-is arguably least valid
when applied to auto trade policy.

Specifying the Problem in the Auto Industry
Economic growth has been touted as the solution to trade

problems. In auto. growth has simply sucked in additional
imports and, more recently, attracted new assembly invest-
ment to an already overcapacitized sector. In both 1978 and
1988, the overall U.S. vehicle market was about the same
size. But imports grew by 1.6 million units, and trans-
plants-vehicles assembled in the U.S. by foreign-based
manufacturers, alone or in joint ventures with U.S.-based
firms-grew by 0.9 million units. Traditional domestic9 VP-
hicles’ salesfell by two million (Table 2).

Traditional domestic cars and trucks have lost 15 points
of market share, while imports have gained nine and trans-
plants six. Had the traditional domestics maintained their
1978 share, iheir sales would have been 2.43 million units
greater than they were. Production of those 2.43 million
units would have required the capacity of twelve assembly,
six engine, five transmission, and four stamping plants, and
the labor of nearly 310,000 manufacturing workers in the
U.S.‘O The 900.000 new transplants, because of their lower
U.S.-parts content. contributed at most 41,000 U.S. manu-
facturing jobs. 1 ’

The share changes depicted above are not the result of a
steady erosion in domestic share. but reflect two major
discontinuities. one in 1979-80 and the other beginning in
1985. The first. of course, was the well-publicized Japanese
import surge fed by soaring small car demand after the
second OPEC oil crisis. The second is the combined result of
the acceleration of Japanese vehicle assembly in the U.S.
and of the first export wave from other Pacific Rim auto-
makers.12 Table 3 presents how the 1992 U.S. market is
likely to appear without stabilization of traditional domes-
tics’ market share.‘”

Table 3 sharply understates likely auto-products imports
between now and 1992. because it does not reflect increased
trade in motor vehicle parts. If one combines U.S. net
imports of cars, trucks. and parts. it comes to some $60
billion in 1988. or about one-third of total U.S. personal
consumption of motor vehicles and parts. While forecasts of
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Foreign production may
provide 40 percent of U.S.
auto consumption
in 1992.

U.S. policy must also be
concerned with vehicle
and parts imported from
South Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, Hong Kong,
Mexico, and Brazil.

a 50 percent foreign-produced  share of personal auto con-
sumption in 1988;-’ turned out to be high, the actual figure
did approach 40 percent,

A U.S. auto policy  thus has to tackle much more than the
highly visible issue‘ of what “signal” the U.S. government
should send to the Japanese government about the continu-
ation and level of Japan’s “voluntary” (cars only) export
restraint. It must also be concerned with the impact of
Japanese-parts exports (whether from Mexico or Japan) to
their U.S. assembly plants, and with the importation of
vehicles and parts from South Korea, Taiwan. Singapore.
Hong Kong, Mexico, and Brazil. Of the additional imports
predicted for 1992 versus 1987, few if any will be from
Japan. Moreover, while in 1987 only about five percent of

TABLE 3

The U.S. New Car and Truck Market, 1988-92
(millions of units sold at retail)

CARS
Traditional Domestic
Imported
Transplant

Total

TRUCKS
Traditional Domestic
Imported
Transplant

Total

CARS t TRUCKS
Traditional Domestic
Imports t Transplants

Total

1987 1992 Change

6.7 5.5 -18%
3.1 3.3 t 6

.9 2.1 t133
10.5 10.9 t 4

4.3 4.3 0
.8 .8 0
.I .3 t200

5.2 5.4 t 4

11.0 9.8 -11
4.8 130901 6.6 (40%) t37

15.8 16.4 t 4

the imported vehicles and ten percent of the imported parts
were under the control of the U.S.-based automakers, by at
least 1992 the percentage for vehicles is likely to rise sharply,
with the growth coming from those six developing countries.

Perhaps most importantly, and certainly most ironically,
a U.S. auto policy must also address the need to regulate
burgeoning foreign direct investment in a U.S. automotive
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sector already plagued by overcapacity. Even were the
transplant assembly operations to purchase 60 to 70 per-
cent of their parts here. rather than the 20 to 40 percent they
do now. the net impact on the U.S. economy could well be
negative unless existing (not new) parts-making capacity
provides those parts. ‘j (This point is developed further in
the section on “Managing Overcapacity.“)

In addition. U.S. policy must deal with another, and
conceptually different. auto trade problem with Canada. In
1980, the U.S. ran a small surplus in automotive trade with
Canada. By 1984. that had switched to a significant deficit,
one that for the first time included a deficit in parts (-SO.7
billion) as well as in finished vehicles. By 1987. the U.S.
auto deficit with Canada had climbed to $6.9 billion. In
addition to currency shifts that make Canadian investment
attractive. two programs. the so-called Auto Pact and a duty
remission arrangement. play a major role in the problem.
These programs mean that. despite a stagnant home market,
Canada is enjoying record auto emplo_yment  and investment
at the expense of the U.S. Not only do U.S.-based companies
ha1.e an incentive to locate more and more assembly and
parts-making capacity in Canada. but transplant producers,
by locating in Canada. can be reimbursed for their parts
duty if they export enough vehicles to the U.S.

Both these problems can be remedied by making the
safeguards of the Auto Pact applicable on both sides of the
border. First. the U.S. should join Canada in requiring a
minimum production-to-sales ratio as a condition for a firm
qualifying for duty-free treatment. Second. the U.S. should
restrict the benefits of the Auto Pact to vehicles and parts
containing at least 75 percent North American content: this
would deny duty-free treatment to low-content transplants.
With those improvements, the Auto Pact could be an excel-
lent framework for bilateral management of U.S.-Canada
automotive trade and investment. Unfortunately, the re-
cently negotiated “Free Trade Agreement” between the U.S.
and Canada not only fails to make those improvements. but
also may serve to foreclose future options for constructive
auto-trade management between the two nations.

The Public Interest in an Auto Strategy
III an overwhelmingly private economy such as ours, any

public economic action-at the microeconomic or macro-
economic le\rel-inevitably affects private interests. Sensible
polic\.  thus must begin with an assessment of whether those
effects  further the public interest. In the auto case. the

Canada is enjoying record
auto employment and
investment at the expense
of the U.S.

Unfortunately, the Free
Trade Agreement may
serve to foreclose future
options for constructive
auto-trade management
between the two nations.
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The U.S. lacks a tradition
of government experience
and expertise at the
industry and, especiaZZy,
the sub-industry ZeueZs.

Due in part to these politi-
cal conflicts and this lack
of sectoral  expertise, U.S.
trade policy is actually
riddled with ad hoc
protectionism.

public interest is in a healthy domestic auto industry with
the following characterisl.ics:  _

n Reasonably stable emplo\lnent in the U.S. automotive
sector and in the communities that host its major facilities

H The high productivitv  needed to compete and to support
the relatively high earnings of most autoworkers and some
supplier workers

w Reasonably priced domestic cars and trucks of high qual-
ity for American consumers

n Sufficient profitability for domestic automakers and sup-
pliers to sustain the investments that underlie high-produc-
tivity operations

n A fair market for existing domestic auto suppliers vis-8-
vis transplant suppliers in the U.S. market

w Security against sudden, destabilizing import surges dur-
ing periods of-economic recession

It would not be technically difficult. in the abstract, to
devise a policy that jointly approaches all of these goals.
although no one goal would be maximized. But because of
the legitimate competing interests involved, any such policy
faces formidable obstacles. There are no forums in which to
negotiate mutually agreeable outcomes, and there is sharp
ideological hostility even to their creation. There are con-
flicts between the public balance sheets of the federal and
state governments. The 1J.S. lacks a tradition of government
experience and expertise at the industry and. especially, the
sub-industry levels. l6 Finally, American corporations and
unions are more formally democratic than in Japan and even
Europe: their leaders cannot simply sit down with govern-
ment and commit them to trade and investment deals with-
out stockholder and rank and file concurrence.

Due in part to these political conflicts and this lack of
sectoral  expertise, and despite the rhetoric of free trade, U.S.
trade policy is actually riddled with ad hoc protectionism.
quick-fix bandaids  that seldom restore the protected indus-
try’s competitiveness and invariably give all forms of man-
aged trade a bad name. The list of U.S. industries having
been given some form of protection from imports is far from
short-to name a few: textiles, steel, auto, machine tools,
semiconductors, and of course (via Buy American regula-
tions) most of the hardware bought by the U.S. military. But
what has been the result of the protection? By what criteria
do we assess whether or not it was effective? In auto, at
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least, whatever the goal, the result has been the restoration
of profits, but at sharply reduced levels of output and, conse-
quently, employment (Table 4).

Profits have more than recovered, *’ but other elements of
the public purpose have been far less well served. Unit Sales
have only regained three-fifths of their 1978-82 decline, and
fewer than half the jobs lost in the same period have been
restored.

TABLE 4

Protect Profits Not Employment

Prof”lts have more than
recouered,  but other
elements of the public
purpose have been far
less well served.

Percent of 1978-82
Decline Recouped

1978 1982 1988 as of 1988

GM, Ford, and Chrysler
After-Tax Profits
(billions of 1978 $) $4.6 $0.2 $5.4 130%

Traditional Domestic
Sales (million units) 13.0 7.9 11.0 61

Auto Jobs (SIC 371,
thousands) in U.S. 1005 699 850 49

Sources: Annual Reports: Wa&s  Automotive Reports, l/8 and 15179, l/l 0
and 17183, and l/l 1 and 18188; Employment and Earnings, March 1979,
1983, and 1988

By the standards generally applied by the Reagan Ad-
ministration. the U.S. International Trade Commission. and
the Japanese government (when applied to other nations’
industries), the U.S. auto industry is an impressive come-
back story. Sut if the U.S. government is to represent the
whole U.S. public interest it cannot base policy on a partial
balance sheet. When foreign competitors see big profits
being made in a market, they (sensibly enough) seek to
expand their role in it: by not worrying about still-profitable
domestic industries. the U.S. government in effect bids com-
petitors welcome.

Deals for a Competitive Auto Sector

If the U.S. government is
to represent the whole
U.S. public interest, it
cannot base policy on a
partial balance sheet.

There are two keys to a balanced strategy for auto. First.
labor and management must have incentives to transform

9



Labor and management
must hammer out sophis-
ticated, powerful deals,
that commit work effort,
brains, and investment to
a strategic ‘productivity
coalition” aimed at
increasing productivity.

The auto industry has
contributed a number of
promising _f?rst  steps
toward productivity-
enhancing deals between
labor and management.

their traditional arm’s_length  relationship, not bb, adopting
saccharin rhetoric about cooperation and quality of work
life, but by hammering out sophisticated, powerful deals
that commit work effort. brains. and investment to a strate-
gic “productivi y coalition” aimed at increasing productivityt
and regaining market share. ’ ’

The auto industry has contributed a number of promis-
ing first steps toward productivity-enhancing deals between
labor and management:

n At Ford’s Rawsonville, Michigan electrical parts plant.
Ford and the United Auto Workers union (UAW) agreed to
reduce job classifications, permit management to deploy
skilled trades workers in teams, and allow routine mainte-
nance and repair to be performed by non-trades employees.
In return, management agreed to make a major investment
commitment to a plant once thought ripe for sale or closing.
and to guarantee each worker no fewer than 32 hours of pay
per week.

w At Associated Spring, a Barnes Group subsidiary in Ann
Arbor. Michigan, UAW members agreed to a pay freeze and a
reduction in the number of job classifications in return for
management’s commitment to invest in the plant the full
$1.6 million saved by the union’s actions. The resulting
productivity advances allowed Associated Spring to win a
major new contract for GM engine valve springs. To meet
that contract, the company is building a new plant which,
while it may replace the Ann Arbor plant, will be in the same
area and employ the same-plus some additional-workers.

n At Navistar (formerly International Harvester), the UAW
agreed to relax work rules at the company’s heavy truck
plants in return for management’s guarantee that it would
not reduce UAW members’ share of total hours worked in the
company.

n Using as a template the UAW-GM local contract at Gen-
eral Motors’ Shreveport, Louisiana truck plant, Chrysler and
the UAW have negotiated seven progressive “operating agree-
ments.” Under these terms, Chrysler has agreed to locate
major new product programs at the seven sites in return for
UAW members replacing multiple classifications with work
teams, and a pay system that rewards employees for learn-
ing several different jobs within their team. Significantly,
these work organization changes do not occur immediately
but instead are triggered only when the company actually
begins making the promised investment.
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n By much the same logic, at GM’s Bay City, Michigan
parts plant, in addition to the regular local contract, there is
an open-ended “living agreement” that applies only to new
work brought in after a certain date. Under that living
agreement, workers are cross-trained and perform jobs inci-
dental to their own when efficiency demands it.

Clearly, there is a common thread running through all of
these approaches: workers and their unions agree to work
harder and smarter in return for management committing
the investment to site work that otherwise would be done
elsewhere at far lower wage and benefit levels. The experi-
ence thus far shows that cooperation can often cut costs
enough to influence where manufacturing is done.

Cooperation can often cut
costs enough to influence
where manufacturing is
done.

At the same time. deals such as those summarized above
remain ad hoc expedients to solve individual plants’ com-
petitiveness problems. As such. they have uncertain staying
power. With the possible exception of the Navistar case,
none reflects a national union and a major corporation
sitting down together to assess the competitive situation in
an industry or product line, and on the basis of that assess-
ment devising a long-term multiplant strategy. Until that
happens in a large number of companies and unions, results
will be meager. And until government decides to stabilize the
economic context, it won’t happen.

Moreover, these apparently exemplary arrangements will
tend to be short-lived. contentious, and zero-sum. Without
government involvement, individual plant deals will, as often
as not, result in whipsawing among domestic plants, rather
than keeping work in the U.S. When big-picture, corporate
level strategists plot their sourcing moves, plant deals are
seldom more than a minor constraint.lg

Finally, the deals aren’t as good as they seem. Many of
them came about in a context in which unions had to make
concessions in order to avert plant closings. As a result, the
bargains struck rely too heavily on work-rule changes and
not enough on management commitments with regard to
quality, excessive supervisory staffing, improved product
design and plant layout. and the like. Most important, all of
these bargains are rendered fragile by the absence of public
representation through government inuoluement, and by the
resulting possibility of being undone by trade and investment
shocks. For example. the sudden allure of low-priced engine
electrical equipment from transplant suppliers Yazaki and
Nippondenso doomed Chrysler’s Indianapolis electrical plant,
despite labor-management agreement to an aggressive col-
laborative effort. Yazaki and Nippondenso. of course, had a

AZZ of these bargains are
rendered fragile by the
absence of public
representation through
government involvement,
and by the resulting
possibility of being
undone by trade and
investment shocks.
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How might improved
labor-management deals
he@ create a more
competitive U.S. auto
industry?

A labor-management
committee could hire
neutral outside experts to
heZp determine the best
points of attack in
cutting the cost and
improving the quality of
vehicles and parts.

strong incentive to price low. as they wanted to gain a
foothold in the “Big Three” auto-parts market.

How might improved labor-management deals help cre-
ate a more competitive U.S. auto industry? As an example,
consider the hypothetical case of the UAW and one of the
major U.S. car companieszo  working together. In order to
evaluate their options objectively, a labor-management com-
mittee could hire neutral outside experts to help determine
the best points of attack in cutting the cost and improving
the quality of vehicles and parts made in their domestic
plants. Such an exercise might well lead to the conclusion
that some operations (e.g., engine plants) were already com-
petitive, some (e.g., copper wiring harnesses) impossible to
make cost-competitive with Mexican plants at good wages.
and still others (e.g., manual transaxles) uncompetitive but
worthy of a turnaround attempt.

The following analysis shows one way that a deal might
be struck in the case of transaxles.*l  The specific figures are
only illustrative but, we believe, reflective of actual condi-
tions in a number of complex automotive components.*’
Transaxles typify the complex subassemblies (powertrain.
drivetrain, steering, suspension, brakes, and climate con-
trol) that together make up most of the value of cars and
trucks, and whose manufacture is itself a microcosm of the
total automotive production paradigm:

n Labor accounts for 20 to 30 percent of product cost:

n Purchased parts and materials make up 45 to 55 percent
of cost;

w Most major processing operations (including forging.
casting, heat treating, stamping, machining, and assembly1
and raw materials (steel, aluminum, and engineering plas-
tics) are represented in the product; and

w Better U.S.-based producers’ current performance puts
them at a 5-15 percent cost penalty relative to the low-cost
producer.

From the perspective of the U.S. firm. the cost structure
of manual transaxle  production is as follows:

Company’s U.S. Status:
Two hours per unit direct labor
Indirect-to-direct labor ratio: 1: 1
Direct material per unit: $150.
Hours per worker per year: 1880
Equipment amortization: $50 per unit
Inventory carrying cost: $10 per unit
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Tables 5 and 6 show how, at early- 1988 exchange rates,
the U.S. transaxle plant stacks up against its foreign com-
petitors:

Let us now posit that management and labor set the
ambitious but realistic targets of 15 percent higher direct
labor productivity, a reduction in the ratio of supervisory-
and-support to direct labor from 1: 1 to 0.7: 1, 80 percent
machine utilization, a reduction in the scrap rate to two

TABLE 5

Transaxle Productivity and Cost Factors

U.S. Japan France Korea

Hourly labor cost
Direct labor productivity
Indirect:direct  ratio
Hours worked per year
Machine utilization
Materials cost (index)
Scrap factor
Inventory cost

$24
100
1:l

I 880
70%
100

!$?I:

$20
120

0.6:l
1960
85%
100
29/o
$5

$18 $3
90 50

1.2:1 o.a:i
1700 2400
65% 60%
110 95

10% 20%
$10 $15

This translatesz3 into the following unit costs:

TABLE 6

Initial Relative Production Costs

U.S. Japan France Korea

Direct & indirect labor
Direct material
Equipment amortization
Transportation & tariff
Inventory cost

Total cost
As Percent of Low Cost

$96.00 $ 53.33 $ 88.00 $ 21.60
150.00 145.71 172.86 162.66

71.43 54.81 89.12 74.60
-- 20.00 20.00 25.00

10.00 5.00 10.00 15.00
$327.43 $276.65 $379.98 $299.06

117 100 137 107

Let us now posit that
management and labor
set ambitious but realistic
targets.

Achieving these targets
will require replacing
narrow job descriptions
with streamlined skilled
trades maintenance
practices and ‘pay-for-
knowledge, ” plus product
design and process
technology investments.

percent. and a halving in inventory carrying cost. Achieving
these targets will require, it is agreed, replacing narrow job
descriptions with streamlined skilled trades maintenance
practices and “pay-for-knowledge,“2-’ plus $50 million in
product design and process technology investments.25  The
resulting production costs’” are shown in Table 7.
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On the private account,
the deal just described is
not successful enough to
bring forward domestic
investment.

But might the deal be
successful on the total
account, i.e., if both
private and public costs
and benefits are
considered?

Had the labor-management deal brought the U.S. manu-
facturer’s cost below S278.85.  there would be no required
role for the public sector: the U.S. producer would have
become fully cost-competitive. Assuming the firm wanted to
remain in the transaxle business. the new numbers would
have called forth the investment.2i

But in our illustrative case, the labor-management deal
has not quite closed the gap between the company’s costs
and those of its Japanese competitor. In the high-risk
environment of the late-1980s U.S. auto market. the U.S.
company’s management may gamble away its future as a

TABLE 7

After-Deal Production Costs

U.S. Japan France Korea

Direct & indirect labor
Direct material
Equipment amortization
Transportation & tariff
Inventory cost

Total cost
As Percent of Low Cost

$68.00  $53.33 $ 88.00 $ 21.60
138.43 145.71 172.86 162.86

75.00 54.81 89.12 74.60
-- 20.00 20.00 25.00
5.00 5.00 10.00 15.00

$268.40 $278.85 $379.98 $299.06
103 100 137 107

transaxle producer and shy away from making the $ 5 0
million investment, especially if it is concerned with meeting
a high short-run rate-of-return hurdle. Instead, it might buy
Japanese transaxles for, say, $300-a  price that would in-
clude a profit for the Japanese producer-and spend the $50
million on some better bet, perhaps outside the U.S. An-
other chunk of U.S. industrial output would be sacrificed.

On the private account, the deal just described is not
successful enough to bring forward domestic investment.
But might the deal be successful on the total account, i.e.. if
both private and public costs and benefits are considered? If
it were, should government be willing temporarily to support
the deal by paying a $7.55 subsidy to bring the U.S. pro-
ducer’s after-deal cost down to $278.85-or, equivalently.
increase the tariff on imported transaxles? For a plant
making 500,000 transaxles a year, such a subsidy would
cost the Treasury $3.775 million. Would it be money well
spent?
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If the deal doesn’t go through and the company buys
Japanese transaxles instead of building them here, the
company benefits from lower costs (otherwise, it would have
made a different decision) and, economic theory tells us, the
public benefits as well from the cheaper cars made possible
by the company’s rational decision (assuming the savings
are passed on, that is). But there are costs to the decision as
well, most obvious among them the lost taxbase from, and
the cost of paying unemployment benefits to, the workers
displaced by the Japanese transaxles. If the U.S. plant, after
the deal. would have employed 750 $30,000-a-year workers
to make 500,000 transaxles, and if each of those jobs had
supported three others paying $15,000 a year, then at a 25
percent average (combined federal and state) tax rate, the
public revenue loss would top $14 million a year. At $200
per week. 26 weeks of unemplo_yment  benefits would cost the
Treasury another $1.6 million, bringing the total to $14.6
million. Even if, improbably, half of the 3000 displaced
employees (i.e.. 750 transaxle and 2250 other) found equiva-
lent-paying new jobs right away, the Treasury would still
shell out nearly twice the cost of the subsidy just in the first
year following the plant closing.

Thus it may well pay the public, through government, to
support the deal. By keeping the 3000 employees working
and paying taxes, rather than receiving unemployment bene-
fits, government earns a return for taxpayers.28

The deal would also address a second, more dynamic set
of public interests. To the extent that the post-deal enter-
prise is more efficient, and that its workers and factory
embody new knowledge and capabilities, it represents an
asset for generating future wealth both in and beyond the
enterprise.

Even if government provides a subsidy that tips the
scales in favor of U.S. transaxle production, however, the
deal faces two major challenges in the current American
context. First is the threat of an import surge: a foreign
competitor may fight for market share by dumping, or may
be able to cut its price here because of a sudden move in the
exchange rate of its nation’s currency relative to the dollar.
Second. a competitor. especially one heavily subsidized by
an investment-hungry state government, may be able to cut
its transaxle price by building them in the U.S.2g Both of
these possibilities endanger the deal euen though neither
makes the United States any better ofi. Thus the federal gov-
ernment may have to consider widening its policy horizons to
encompass the economic environment of the transaxle mar-
ket in order to gi\‘e the deal time to work.

It may well pay the
public, through gouern-
ment, to support the deal.

To the extent that the
post-deal enterprise is
more ef_f?cient,  it
represents an asset for
generating future wealth.
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A large and growing
proportion of U.S. pro-
duction is susceptible to
serious competition from
ultra-low-wage nations.

Since only Japanese cars
were limited, both
Japanese and U.S.
automakers have been
lining up supply sources
for small cars from South
Korea, Mexico, Taiwan,
and Canada.

Nor should there be any hard and fast rules about the
duration of the arrangements needed to nurture domestic
production. In cases in which foreign-based producers are
winning U.S. market share through technological or design
excellence, domestic manufacturers that don’t make signifi-
cant strides clearly should not be protected indefinitely.30
But in cases in which the competition is gaining because of
more severe conditions of labor, longer-term protection may
well be warranted. A large and growing proportion of U.S.
production is susceptible to serious competition from ultra-
low-wage nations.31

Implications for Trade Management
How does all of this help in developing a rational trade

policy?

To begin with, it is necessary to review briefly why recent
attempts to protect the U.S. auto market have not been
satisfactory. First, when limits have been placed on one
category of imports (e.g., the number of Japanese cars, since
19811, the exporter has been able to circumvent the restric-
tion by increasing the number of non-limited vehicles (e.g.,
light trucks13* shipped and by exporting more parts.33 Sec-
ond, because the number but not the market share of Japa-
nese cars has been limited, Japan was able to increase its
share significantly in the 198 l-82 recession. Third, since
only Japanese cars were limited, both Japanese and U.S.
automakers have been lining up supply sources for small
cars from South Korea, Mexico, Taiwan, and Canada. Fourth,
because they only have been allowed to ship 2.3 million cars
a year to the U.S., the Japanese manufacturers have, rea-
sonably enough, shipped more upscale cars. In fact, be-
tween 1980 and 1988, the average customs value per Japa-
nese vehicle shipped to thle U.S. rose from $4,132 to $9,363.3-1

Some take this as proof that the trade restrictions drove
up consumer prices.3j While this paper is not a defense of
past or recent U.S. trade restrictions, it is striking that the
composition of the vehicles shipped from Europe to the U.S.
underwent precisely the same upscaling as Japanese ship-
ments, even though they were under no restraints. In fact,
the customs Lcalue of the auerage European 36uehicle  shipped
to the U.S. rose by 151 percent, compared to Japanese ue-
hicles’ 127 percent, between 1980 and 1988, going from
$8,785 to $20,080. As with Japanese vehicles, a richer mix
was a far more important factor than price increases. Appar-
ently, vehicle exporters--whether or not their unit ship-
ments are restrained-maximize profits whenever possible
by shifting their mix toward the less price-sensitive upper
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end of the market. No doubt, recent changes in the U.S.
income distribution have helped by increasing the size of
that market segment: to the extent that public policy played
a role in changing income distribution, it thus may have
helped swell the auto trade deficit.

In any case, whatever past import limits did or did not
accomplish, and at whatever cost, they are not the measurle
of what trade management can do in revitalizing American
industry. Better policy is possible.

If trade policy is to provide meaningful room for labor-
management efforts to improve competitiveness, it must
include negotiations on shipments to the U.S. by all of the
major and soon-to-be major auto-auto-parts exporting na-
tions. Such limits must:

w address not just the number of vehicles shipped, but their
share of the U.S. auto market

E manage the value, and not just the number and share, of
vehicles exported to the U.S.

n include the value of parts exported to the U.S.

H be multi-year. unlike the year-to-year Japanese car,-
export restraints, if they are to provide domestic producers
an incentive to compete.

In order to make domestic operations fight hard to cap-
ture any increase in the size of the domestic market, import:
limits should be allowed to rise (and required to fall) each
year by the sum of U.S. inflation and real economic growth.
This allows export-dependent nations to grow along with the
U.S. economy, but not at its expense.

So that such a policy’s protection of U.S. management
and labor is not simply used to raise car prices, profits.
dividends, executive bonuses, or wages, import limits should.
be explicitly tied to pricing, productivity, and pay behavior.
The policy should also safeguard against any constituency
being punished for outcomes beyond its control; hence.
pricing “violations” should be paid for by management, pro-
ductivity target shortfalls by management and labor to-
gether. and excessive hourly pay raises by labor. The follow-
ing approach is one example of how protection and condi-
tionality could be joined. It is meant to illustrate a possible
“deal.” and not to be taken as a set of specific formulae. Just
as important. it is appropriate to the particular set of trade
problems affecting auto in the late 1980s. and would have to
be modified as conditions change.

Past import Zimits  are not
the measure of what
trade management can do
in revitalizing American
industry.

Import limits should be
explicitly tied to pricing,
productivity, and pay
behavior.
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Management would be
expected to earn the
protection afforded by
managed auto trade by
contributing more than
other industries to
restraining inflation.

n To reap the competitiveness benefits of a productivity
coalition without gouging consumers. car and truck prices
should not be allowed to rise faster than. say. half the overall
rise in the U.S. (fixed-weight) GNP price deflator. In other
words, management would be expected to earn the protec-
tion afforded by managed auto trade by contributing more
than other industries to restraining inflation. For every
percentage point by which auto prices rise faster than half
the GNP deflator rate, the dollar value of allowable non-
captiue  vehicle imports would be allowed to rise by. say, one
percent, permitting exporters to ship more expensive ve-
hicles here. The number ‘of vehicles and the value of parts
allowed would not rise. since that would penalize workers
unduly for management’s pricing decisions.37  In short, out-
sized domestic price increases would allow Japan, Korea.
Mexico, and others to move further upmarket in their export
mix, meaning that more of their sales would compete against
high profit margin domestic cars and trucks. As a further
incentive to domestic production by the U.S.-based produc-
ers, the value of their captive imports could be required to
decline by the amount of the pricing overage.3H

When the U.S. produc-
tiuity coalition fails,
competitors should be
given the chance to
expand their market
presence.

H To encourage productivity-enhancing deals, auto indus-
try productivity should be required, perhaps on a three year
moving average basis, to rise twice as fast as overall U.S.
private economy productivity. For every percentage point of
shortfall relative to that target, the number or dollar value of
imported vehicles and parts (the exporting nation should get
to decide which) should be allowed to rise by one percent. In
other words, when the U.S. productivity coalition fails, com-
petitors should be given the chance to expand their market
presence. Any increment to corporate earnings that is due to
productivity growth having exceeded the target should be
evenly split between payments to all management and blue-
collar employees on the one hand, and a retail price cut to
consumers on the other.

w To ensure that the prot’ection  afforded by managed trade
does not give a disproportionate advantage to autoworkers
relative to other American workers, it should depend on
there being no growth in autoworkers pay premiums relative
to other American workers during the import limitation. It is
important to distinguish h.ere between elements of “hourly
compensation” that are within labor’s control (straight-time
wage rate, new pension or health benefits) and those that are
not (overtime pay, Social Security, increased health or pen-
sion costs due to a rise in the retiree-active ratio). Only the
former should be used as a part of the conditionality calcula-
tion. For every percentage point by which autoworkers’ pay
premium rises,3g the number of imported vehicles-but not
the dollar value of imported vehicles and parts-should be
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allowed to rise by one percent. The logic here is that domes-
tic auto management should not be punished by more profit-
eroding upscale imported vehicles because labor increases
its relative pay, and that labor should negotiate contracts
recognizing that failure to exercise restraint will result in
building fewer domestic vehicles.

Note that the framework just described links behaviors
with outcomes relatively automatically. It is an example of
what the public, through government, should be seeking in
an auto deal. In principle, something like it could be adopted
as policy regardless of whether particular companies or
unions favor it, as was done in safety, emissions, and fuel
economy regulation in the 1970s.40

Managing Overcapacity:
The Transplant Problem

Beyond increases in imported vehicle and parts penetra-
tion. the U.S. productivity coalition faces a new and growing
threat from so-called “transplant” investment-foreign (main-
ly Japanese) firms making direct assembly and parts invest-
ments in the U.S.

In fact, as our earlier forecast of the 1992 U.S. market
suggested, about three-fourths of the growth in the number
of import and transplant vehicles (and all of the Japanese
manufacturers’ gains) will come from transplants. About 1.7
million units of transplant assembly capacity will be added-
greatly exacerbating the already acute overcapacity problem
that exists today.

Along with the transplant assembly facilities come trans-
plant parts investments. Because of political pressure and
the impact of the stronger yen, Japanese assembly trans-
plants could go from using about 70 percent Japanese parts
today to perhaps 70 percent North American parts by 1995.
For a variety of reasons, though, including the tight “famil-
ial” relationships between assembly and parts firms in Ja-
pan. most of the new U.S.-sited parts work will not come
from existing U.S. parts companies but from Japanese trans-
plant parts operations.4’

The framework just
described links behaviors
with outcomes relatively
automatically. It is an
example of what the
public, through
government, should be
seeking in an auto deal.

Why should public policy
take a special interest in
foreign direct investment
in the U.S.?

Why is this a problem? Why should public policy take a
special interest in foreign direct investment-in this case,
mainly Japanese-in the U.S.? If foreigners are willing to
build production facilities in the U.S. and provide jobs for
American workers. should we not welcome them?
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The most unfair trade
practices of all occur in
state capitals that have
paid foreign-based fxrms
to add unneeded capacity
and undercut American
companies.

Typical subsidy packages
to attract a Japanese
assembly or major parts
operation run $30-50,000
per direct job.

The answer should not be a simple yes or no. To the
extent that new entrants represent needed capacity, they
should be welcomed. To the extent that they bring clearly
superior products. they should be welcomed. To the extent
that they set a new standard of productivity and manufac-
turing excellence. they should be welcomed. But to the
extent that their likely success in the U.S. market is based
principally on an inside track to the Japanese assemblers. or
on low wages, or on significant state subsidies. or on the
pension and medical cost savings that result simply from
their newness as companies, they should not be welcomed.
They will dispiace, rather than add to. U.S. productive ca-
pacity: and the cost of the dislocations they cause will make
their net effect on the American economy demonstrably
negative.“2

A competent American auto supplier that sees its busi-
ness taken away by a Japanese firm that may be no more
productiue  but that has lower costs because it pays its
workers less: has no retirees to support: and has received tax
abatements. worker training, and other state giveaways,
knows that the most unfair trade practices of all occur not in
Tokyo or Seoul. Rather, they occur in Raleigh, Frankfort,
Nashville. Springfield, 1ndia:napolis.  Columbus. Lansing. and
other state capitals that have paid foreign-based firms to add
unneeded capacity and undercut American companies. A
flood of state officials regularly visits Japan to woo trans-
plant investment with promises of massive property tax
abatements and training :subsidies.“” Despite rhetorical
concerns about U.S. industries having to compete on a less-
than-level playing field. many states have become so eager to
create just such disadvantages for their own and other
states’ domestic parts companies by offering the newcomers
preferential incentives. Illirrois bid up the incentive package
for the Chrysler-Mitsubishi investment to the point that
Michigan pulled out of the sweepstakes, citing the impossi-
bility of reaping benefits in excess of the cost of the subsidy
package. Kentucky not only offered an immense tax and
training package to win Tovota’s U.S. plant, but actually will
pay some Toyota workers’ wages for a time. The typical
subsidy packages to attract a Japanese assembly or major
parts operation run $30-50.000 per direct job (e.g., $lOO-
150 million for a 2500-3500-worker  assembly plant). As-
suming, as in the transaxle subsidy calculation above, that
each direct job supports three others, the subsidies cost
roughly $10,000 per job. In our transaxle case, that would
come to $30 million. enough to finance eight years of a
$7.55-per-unit  subsidy.

Just as important, a domestic supplier that faces a new
and heavily advantaged transplant competitor will hardly be
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in a position to undertake a concerted, long-term program to
improve its operations. Instead. it will typically be driven to
implement emergency wage cuts, to outsource all but its
most profitable product lines, and to avoid any but the
lowest-risk investments-in short, to engage in exactly the
opposite behavior from what meaningful productivity deals
require.

Not only do the new, heavily subsidized Japanese opera-
tions here block existing U.S. parts suppliers’ access to the
transplant assemblers, but they will win away many of those
suppliers’ existing contracts with GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
Indeed, the Big Three often welcome these new suppliers,
using their lower prices to bargain down prices, wages, and
working conditions at their own and their domestic suppli-
ers’ parts plants. According to the Heuristic Associates
report cited earlier, these transplant suppliers constitute the
“third wave” of the Japanese challenge: the report says (in
regrettably military prose) that these suppliers have in the
1986-90 period a one-time “opportunity to launch a swift
preemptive strike at American [parts supplier] competitors

Without careful atten-
tion...“rnvestment friction’
could become as difjkult
to manage as ‘trade
friction. ’

. . . in their home market.” (Peters, 1985)

There is growing evidence that this is indeed the case.
With a few exceptions to which the Japanese manufacturers
give wide publicity, most domestic suppliers have been fro-
zen out of the high value added, high engineering content
component business with the transplants. Only in energy-
intensive inputs (paints, sealants, coolants, lubricants, soft
trim) and in what might be characterized as “bulky, stan-
dardized. generic products” (seat assembly. glass, batteries)
are traditional domestic suppliers seeing much business
from the transplant assembly plants.44 Even in the latter
products, transplant suppliers are mounting serious chal-
lenges to the domestics. 45 And traditional American suppli-
ers are getting angrier, backing up the prediction that with-
out “careful attention . . . ‘investment friction’ could become
as difficult to manage as ‘trade friction.“‘“‘j

Wow should foreign direct
automotive investment be
managed?

The U.S. lacks forums for making judgments and setting
policies concerning which proposed new investments are
good and which are bad for the economy. But the current
lack of institutional means should not prevent us from
considering what some principles of managed investment
policy might be.4i After all. without a set of such principles,
calls for “tripartite” cooperation are form without substance.

But how should foreign direct automotive investment be
managed?
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Public policy should in
most cases encourage the
continued use of viable
existing investments.

States should not be
allowed to impose costs in
excess of benej?ts  on the
rest of the nation.

n Public representatives from any group considering an
auto sector policy should consider the effect of new invest-
ments on existing investme:nts. While new. greenfield invest-
ment (e.g., building a new facility rather than upgrading an
existing facility) will often be desirable, public policy should
in most cases encourage the continued use of viable existing
investments-public and private-and strive not to create
incentives for new investments that sharply lower the return
on those past investments unless the benefitsfrom  the new
investments are clearly and demonstrably great. Fully ac-
counting the past investments means that government has
to have a reasonably complete picture of the linkages among
firms that would be at risk were new investments to render
existing capacity obsolete. Accounting for those linkages
would, no doubt, create a public-sector bias toward
“brownfield” reuse as against pure “greenfield” projects. 4 H
More Japanese companies would be compelled to operate in
midwestern plants formerly owned by GM, Ford, and Chrys-
ler; and to buy more of their inputs from existing supplier
plants. Government representatives would. in cases where
analysis confirmed the desirability of greenfield investments,
press for such investments to be close to the site they would
displace, or in “compromise locations”: midway between-
and committed to using the inputs from-both the tradi-
tional Michigan/Ohio parts plant alley and the emerging
Tennessee/Kentucky transplant center.

n States should not be allowed to impose costs in excess of
benefits on the rest of the nation. As noted earlier, from the
standpoint of the U.S. as a whole, except to the extent that
the auto market grows. the new investments often are simply
additions to current overcapacity. Government representa-
tives to an auto-sector policy forum must ensure that the
zero-sum state-against-state competition for transplant as-
sembly and parts investment does not injure the U.S. as a
whole. Obviously, this applies as much to new domestic
investment as to foreign, to Tennessee luring a Saturn whose
success idles existing capacity in Ohio and Missouri as
much as to Illinois luring a Diamond Star (Chrysler-Mitsub-
ishi) to the detriment of an existing Wisconsin plant. Serious
thought needs to be given to creating an impartial competi-
tive bidding system, in which states would have to demon-
strate national as well as local net benefits. Conceptually. at
least, “public balance-sheet-optimal locations” could be de-
termined, and greenfield investors choosing a different loca-
tion could be required to pay a lump sum “adjustment
benefit” equivalent in value to the costs imposed by their
suboptimal choice.4g Until such a system is in place, a feder-
ally-imposed moratorium on state subsidies in overcapaci-
tized sectors should be considered.
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l Limitations on transplant investment should not relieve
the pressure on domestic producers to improve their com-
petitiveness: they should not be able to assume that a
growing economy will automatically raise their ship. Hence,
public representatives to the auto sector policy-making proc-
ess should insist that transplant investors be allowed a fair
shot at capturing any growth in the market: but it should be
limited to the real growth rate in U.S. gross domestic prod-
uct. In principle, the U.S. could also tie transplant invest-
ment limits to the same management and labor behaviors we
suggested tying import limitation. For example, outsized
price or pay-premium increases or below-target productivity
performance would allow transplant investment to grow by
some increment over the GDP growth rate.

Conclusion
Without a U.S. auto policy that speaks to the complex,

interrelated challenges of vehicle imports, parts imports, and
foreign direct investment-and to the ways in which they
destabilize efforts to forge an American productivity coalition
-our largest and most richly linkaged manufacturing indus-
try is in grave peril. At risk are thousands of U.S. parts
companies, millions of American workers, and hundreds of
American communities. To a greater or lesser extent, many
of America’s major industries now face, or soon will, the
same issues.

With an auto policy that incorporates some of the ele-
ments suggested in this paper, the auto industry-including
its participants from other nations-can be an anchor of our
wealth and a seedbed of our future competitive success.
Equally important, it can pioneer models, as it has so many
times before, for how public and private interests may be
served by a negotiated strategy for American industrial
renewal. q

Our largest and most
richly linkaged  manu-
facturing industry is in
grave peril.

To a greater or lesser
extent, many of America’s
major industries now
face, or soon will, the
same issues.
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In principle, it would be better to involve all significant producers, rather than only one.

Note that the exercise here applies not to a plant,

The approach is based on a model developed
Associates, a management consulting firm.

23. The performance figures are translated into cost
example): it takes the Japanese company lOO/ 120 of the U.S. company’s two hours per unit
of direct labor, or 1.67 hours. The Japanese need only 0.6 hours of indirect labor for every
hour of direct: 0.6 times 1.67 equals 1.0. Hence total labor requirements per unit are 2.67
hours which. at $20 an hour, costs $53.33. Direct material costs the Japanese company less
than the U.S. company’s Sl50 per unit because of lower scrap. With a scrap rate of 2
percent, versus 5 percent at the U.S. firm, Japanese material cost per unit costs 102/105
times $150. or $145.71. Equipment amortization for the U.S. company would be $50 if
machinery were used 100 percent of the time. But since machine utilization is only 70
percent, U.S. unit amortization cost is 100/70  times $50, or $71.43. The Japanese
company not only has 85 percent rather than 70 percent machine utilization, but also a
longer work year ( 1960 rather than 1880 hours) corr’esponding to full utilization. This
affects amortization, because equipment loses value not just from running parts but also
from chronological aging, as new and more effective machines become available. Finally,
running less scrap as it does. the Japanese firm wears out machines a little slower.
Combining these points, Japanese unit amortization comes to 70/85 times 1880/ 1960
times 102 / 105 times $7 1.43. or $54.8 1. Lastly, the Japanese company faces a $20
transportation and tariff cost, and has half the U.S. firm’s inventory carrying cost per unit.

24 Pay-for-knowledge refers to a set of compensation aplproaches that link a portion of a
worker’s earnings to how many different jobs he or she has mastered. Virtually all of the new
breed of U.S. auto industry local contracts include a combination  of pay-for-knowledge and
the team concept.

25. Assuming annual output of 500.000 units and ten-year depreciation. a S50-million  invest-
ment raises amortization cost per unit by $10. But lower scrap and higher uptime reduce

but to an entire product line.

by Richard Hervey, president of Sigma

figures as follows (Japan is used as the
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the investment’s impact on product cost to $3.57. On the relative importance to unit cost of
product redesign, process investment, and Japanicized work rules, see Luria (19871.

26. For purposes of exposition, this example implicitly assumes no changes in competitor
countries’ manufacturing performance. Were Korea to increase sharply its productivity
and/or decrease its scrap rate, it could significantly cut its costs, with its ultra-low wages
then making it by far the low-cost producer. This raises important questions about
international labor standards, a subject that is addressed briefly later in this paper.

27. In fact, even the achievement of low-cost producer status may not have induced the
investment if U.S. managers placed a significant probability on a trade or investment shock
that could jeopardize future returns.

28. It might be appropriate to finance such a public investment with revenues collected from a
temporary tariff on imported products in which labor-management groups are making cost-
reduction efforts.

29. See the “Managing Overcapacity” section later in this paper.

30. Arguably, public assistance to deals involving such industries should be especially con-
cerned with efforts to develop and serve market niches in which quality, delivery, and feature
attributes may outweigh, or at least significantly offset, pure cost/price competitive factors.

3 1. It would be good economics as well as simple morality for the U.S. government to insist, as
part of any deal to stabilize and nurture the automotive sector, that nations exporting to the
U.S. observe fair labor standards. After all, trade based on slave wages and barbaric
working conditions makes a mockery of the theory that free trade reflects “comparative
advantage” and makes all trading countries better off. Moreover, the faster that conditions
of labor are improved in the Third World, the more temporary U.S. trade protections can
become.

32. Sales of Japanese light trucks in the U.S. grew from 337,000 in 1978 to 923,000 in 1986
before declining to 830,000 in 1987.

33. The same thing happened in textiles: non-limited imports swelled to fill the gap left by
restricted items.

34. U.S. Department of Commerce, as reported by the U.S. International Trade Commission.

35. See, among others, Crandall (1984).

36. “European” defined as West German, Swedish, French, 1talia.n.  and British.

37. The essential point is that upscale imported vehicles displace only slightly more U.S.
employment, but far more U.S. profits, than cheaper vehicles. For example, in 1988 it took
only about 25 more economy-wide labor hours (costing roughly $400) to build a Taurus than
an Escort, but the difference in their contribution to pretax profit was approximately $3,000
per unit.

38. For example, if Chrysler sold two million units and raised prices by $300 per vehicle in a year
in which the half-of-inflation rule would have restricted it to $300, then it would have to
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39.

40.

41. See Luria (1989).

42. It is also likely that foreign direct investment will worsen rather than improve the U.S. trade
position, especially with regard to Japan. “Without reciprocal access to the Japanese
market for U.S. companies, [Japanese] investment here will just exacerbate the trade deficit.
One of the best examples of this is in the automobile sector . . . [in which] 88 percent of all
Japanese exports to the United States were to their U.S. affiliates. There is no reason to
expect that the pattern established by Japanese automobile producers will not be followed
by other Japanese industries, including services.” See Danielian ( 1986).

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

reduce its captive imports by $200 million; for Chrysler, that would be nearly a 15 percent
cut.

It currently stands at about 50 percent, i.e., $16 for autoworkers versus $11 for the average
full-time worker in the overall U.S. private economy.

This approach carries obvious risks to all parties involved; for example, a conservative
administration may weigh in on the side of disproportionate labor concessions. But it has
the virtue of making the public-through government-an active bargainer, rather than
merely an arbiter between management and labor. That broader role, in turn, will require
and reward greater government sector-level expertise, something that will also pay divi-
dends in bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations. Assuming, more realistically, that the
context is a set of “jawboned” sectoral  discussions, the kinds of arrangements sketched
above may be thought of as the kind of proposals that government negotiators might put on
the table.

See, among others, Wall Street Journal (1987).

This description of the forte of domestic suppliers is disturbingly similar to the way most
auto analysts described Third World countries’ auto sectors in the past. Unfortunately, it fits
them ever less, and us ever more, aptly.

See AIM Newsletter (1988).

See Peters ( 1985).

The balance of this section borrows heavily from Luria (1989).

Ford’s recent success in generating record profits in older plants. and GM’s signal failure to
do so in its most modern new ones, gives the lie to the claim that a brownfield bias would
hold back efficiency.

Further work on such an approach should be a high priority of the federal government and
of state and regional entities in mature industrial areas.
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